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ABSTRACT 
We give a sharp lower bound for the smallest real eigenvalue q(A 0 A-‘) of the 
Hadamard product A 0 A-’ of an M-matrix A and its inverse A-’ and thus answer 
positively a conjecture due to Fiedler and Markham. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an M-matrix (in this paper, all M-matrices are nonsingular 
M-matrices), there exists a positive eigenvalue of A equal to [p(A-‘)I-‘, 
where p(A-‘) is the Pen-on eigenvalue of the nonnegative matrix A-‘. We 
denote this eigenvalue by q(A). 
The Hadamard product of two matrices A = (aij> and B = (b,,) of the 
same dimensions is the matrix A 0 B = (ajjbij). 
It has been noted [l] that the Hadamard product A 0 B-i of an M-matrix 
A and the inverse of an M-matrix B is again an M-matrix. The main purpose 
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of this paper is to prove the following inequalities for an n x n M-matrix A: 
Y(A&)>~ for n>2, 
n 
q(AoA-‘)=l for n=2. 
We give a positive answer to the conjecture in [23 by combining these two 
inequalities. 
In Section 2, we present some lemmas that are needed for the proofs of 
the theorems. The main theorem (Theorem 2) is proved in Section 3. 
2. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1 [2]. If C =(cij> is an n X n M-matrix, diagonally dominant 
with respect to its columns, i.e. 
n 
cii > C Icjil for all i, 
j#i, j=l 
then for C- ’ = (rij) we have 
rii > rij fbralli,j,i#j. (2.1) 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A and B are n X n M-matrices. Then A 0 B- ’ is an 
M-matrix. 
Proof. Proposition 3 of [2]. 
LEMMA 3. If 0 < x < 1 and n > 2, then 
1+x 2 
>-. 
1+x+ 0.. +x”-l n 
(2.2) 
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Proof. If n is even, we have 
1+r+ *** +Xn-l 
1+X 
=1+x2+ . . . +r”-2<;. 
If n is odd, we have 
1+x+ *** +xn-1 Xn-l 
=1+x2+ . . . +xn-3+- <” 
1+x 2’ 
n 
1+x 
LEMMA 4. Zf C = (cij> is an irreducible n X n M-matrix and for some 
real number r, ?I’= 1 cij > r fm all i, then 9(C) > r. 
Proof. There exists a positive eigenvector u of CT corresponding to 
9(C); i.e. 
CTu = 9( c)u. 
Let 2 = (1, 1, . . . , l>T. We have Cz > rz, and 
uTCz = 9( C)u’z > uTr.z = ruTz. 
Since UT2 > 0, the lemma follows. n 
LEMMA 5. Let A = (a,,> be an n X n M-matrix, and let A-’ = B = (bij) 
be a doubly stochastic mat&. Then 
k aij=l foralli, 
j=l 
and 
n 
C aij = 1 fm allj. 
i=l 
Proof. If e = (l,l,. . . , ljT and we have A- ‘e = e and eTA-’ = eT, then 
clearly Ae = e and eTA = eT, so A is doubly stochastic. n 
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The following lemma is quite obvious. 
LEMMA 6. Let p, 9 be twofixed positive real numbers with p > 9, and let 
the real number s satisfy - 9 < s < 0. Then fn- any s in the interval (- 9,0], 
we have 
p+s P p+s 
- > - = min - 
9+s 9 s q+s’ 
(2.3) 
3. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that A = (aij) is an irreducible n X n M-matrix 
and A-’ = B = (b..) is a doubly stochastic matrix with n > 2. Then 
9(A 0 A-‘) > 2/n.” 
Proof. By Lemma 5, we have 
n 
aii + C aji = 1 for all i. 
j=l, j#i 
(2.4) 
Noting that aij < 0 whenever i f j, (2.4) implies that 
(1) a,, > 1 for all i, and 
(2) aii > I$=,, j+ilajil for all i. 
Letting a = min,(a,,}, we have a > 1. From (2) and Lemma 1, we have 
bii > bij for all i, j, i # j. The irreducibility of A implies that A-’ = B = (bij) 
is a positive matrix, i.e., bij > 0 for all i, j. Therefore, it is possible to 
rearrange the i th row of B in the following order: 
0 G bij, < bijz < * . . < bij,_, < bii, 
where the indices j,, k = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, depend on i. We try to estimate bijl 
as follows. We have 
l= c bikaki < a,ibii + bij,(l- aii> 
k=l 
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and 
bij, < 
Uiibii - 1 
a,,-1 . 
Since i z j,, we have 
0 = 5 bikakj, 6 aj,j,bij, + (l- uj,j,)bij,, 
k=l 
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(2.5) 
To estimate bij3, we use the fact that 
0 = 5 bik Ukj, < ajd,bij, f ajd2bij, + (I- aid2 - ajlj1)bij3 
k=l 
to get the following inequality: 
bij3 Q 
uj,j2bij, + ujd2bij, 
Ujd2 - 1 + Ujd2 
uj,j2 + ujd2bij, /bij, 
= Ujjz + ( Ujds - l) b,jl. 
T&ng ajtinbij, / bijl, uW, - 1, ujjp to be p, 9, s of Lemma 6 respectively, 
we have, by that lemma and (2.51, 
bij3 < 
2 
bijl. 
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By similar discussions, we conclude that 
k-l 
bijl, k=2,3 ,..., n-l. 
We go on to estimate b,, as follows: 
1= 5 bij Q bii + 
j=l 
< bii + 
aiibii - 1 
aii - 1 
< bii + ( aiib,, - 1) [ ($J-11. 
From the above inequality, we get 
After some calculations, we have 
an 
bii > 
aiia “-a,ia(a-l)n-l+a(a-l)“-l’ 
Since a,, > a > 1, it can be seen that 
bii a aii[an -ya -l)“] .
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Therefore, we have 
e Uijbij > Uiibii + (l- aii)bjj,_l 
j=l 
Uiibii - 1 a 
( 1 
n-2 
2 uitbii +C1-‘d*) u,, -1 - 
11 U-l 
By Lemma 4, we conclude that 
q(A 0 A-‘) > 2 
n’ 
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
for all i. 
n>2. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A be un n X n M-matrix. n > 2. Then 
q(AoA-I)>:. 
Proof. If A is irreducible, then A-’ is (strictly) positive and A 0 A-’ is 
again irreducible. By a well-known result of Sinkhorn [3], there exist diagonal 
matrix D, and D, with positive diagonal entries such that D,A-‘D, is 
doubly stochastic. The matrix B = Dg’AD, is again an M-matrix and satisfies 
q(A 0 A-‘) = q(B 0 B-l). Since Bo B-’ = (D,‘AD;‘b(D,A-‘D,) = 
(D,Dg’XA 0 A-‘XDID;‘)-‘, we get q(B 0 B-l)> 2/n by Theorem 1. 
This proves the theorem in this case. 
Now let A be reducible. We may assume that A has a block upper 
triangular form (Aik) with irreducible diagonal block Aii, i = 1,2,. . . , s. Thus 
A-’ is again block upper triangular with diagonal irreducible blocks A, ‘. 
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Note that 
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and 
4(Ajj~A,,1)>;, 
3 
where Ajj has order nj, j = 1,2 ,..., s. By the previous result, we obtain 
y(AoA-‘)>min~= 
2 2 
->- 
j nj maxnj n’ 
j 
This completes our proof of Theorem 2. W 
For n = 2, the best estimate is q(A 0 A-‘) = 2/n = 1. 
If for n > 2, we denote by C the n x n matrix (cij) with cii = ca2 = . * * 
=c nn =a>l, c~,=c~~= a** =~,,,,._~=~~~=1--a, where a=min,{a,,) 
has been defined in the proof of Theorem 1 with a > 1, and the remaining cij 
equal to zero, then the matrix C is an M-matrix and 
u-l 2 
l- - 
4( c U 2 0 c-1) i 1 = 
U-l 
I%‘-- 
n 
l- 
( 1 
- 
U 
Theorem 2 demonstrates that the best estimate for q(A 0 A-i) is greater 
than 2/n. Given E > 0, choose a sufficiently large n so that q(C 0 C-l)< 
2/n + E. This shows that the best bound has been obtained. 
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